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COMPLAINT FOR:

Plaintiff

1. Violation of Section 1 of

Sherman Act;
2. Violation of Section 2 of

THE BOEING COMPANY and
LOCKHEED MARTIN
CORPORATION
Defendants.

Sherman Act;
3. Violation of Section 7 of

Clayton Act;

4. Violation of
and Corrupt Organizations Act;
5. RICO
6. Violation of the Cartwright Act
(Unreasonable Restraint of Trade);
7. Violation of the Cartwright Act
(Conspiracy to Monopolize);

8. Violation of Section

Bus. & Prof. Code
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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INTRODUCTION

1.

SpaceX" ) against The Boeing Company and Lockheed Martin Corporation for

violations of antitrust , unfair competition and racketeering laws. Boeing and

Lockheed Martin have engaged in an unlawful conspiracy to eliminate competition
, and ultimately to monopolize , the government space launch business and

prevent SpaceX and other potential new entrants from competing in that business.
In 1995 ,

the U. S. Government began a multi-billion dollar space

program , designed to improve the nation s access to space by making space launch

vehicles more affordable and reliable. This government program , known as
Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle (or "EELV" ), is administered by the U. S. Air
Force , which awards lucrative contracts to private companies that provide EEL V
launch vehicles and related launch services to the government.

3.

They are currently the only companies with contracts through the EEL
and the only companies being paid through the EEL V program

services. Boeing and Lockheed Martin have benefited

contracts , and they stand to receive a steady stream of revenue under these contracts

in the future. Boeing and Lockheed Martin , therefore , have had and continue to
have a strong incentive to ensure that they remain the only companies that are
awarded EEL V contracts.

4.

dominant position. It has developed new
that will allow it to reduce dramatically the cost of access to space and increase the

reliability of launch vehicles. The rockets being developed by SpaceX
better , and will be much less expensive , than those offered by Boeing or Lockheed
Martin.
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5.
conspiring to act together to keep competitors such as SpaceX out of the market and

to maintain their dominant position.

, Boeing and
Lockheed Martin have engaged in a group boycott and concerted refusal to deal

with the Air Force unless the Air Force agreed to deal with them on common tenns
and exclude all other competitors , including SpaceX. They have also used

strong-ann tactics to demand that the Air Force grant them exclusive long- tenn
contracts , which provide that only Boeing and Lockheed Martin will provide EEL

services to the government through fiscal year 2011 and possibly longer. They now
propose to fonnally consolidate their monopoly position by fonning a joint venture
that will combine their EEL

6.

competitors out of the business by corrupting the government procurement process
for awarding EEL V contracts. The

proprietary and trade secret infonnation from Lockheed Martin and using that
infonnation to prepare EEL

contract bids. As a result , competitive bidding on the

merits was eliminated from the procurement process and, instead , the Air Force has
adopted an acquisition policy that awards all EEL V launch contracts on

noncompetitive basis to Boeing and Lockheed Martin. This prevents SpaceX from
competing on the merits of its superior cost structure and advanced technologies.

7.

Martin s coordinated efforts to exclude competition from SpaceX (and others) and
to monopolize the EEL V business.

other competitors , the U. S. Government and taxpayers. By this action , SpaceX

seeks compensatory damages , treble damages , and injunctive relief to put an end to

Boeing and Lockheed Martin s anticompetitive and exclusionary conduct and their
ongoing efforts to keep SpaceX out of the market.

428708
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8.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

the Shennan and Clayton Acts , the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations

RICO" ) Act , the California Cartwright Act and California unfair competition law.
This Court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.

C. ~~ 1331 and 1337.

This Court has jurisdiction over SpaceX' s state law claims pursuant to 28 U.
1367.

C. ~

9.

Lockheed Martin based on their activities within this jurisdiction , including but not

10
11

, operation of significant aspects of the EEL

12
14
15

businesses that are the

C. ~~ 1391(b), (c).

THE PARTIES

13

, by and through its undersigned attorneys , brings this

, the RICO Act and state unfair

16

, against Defendants Boeing and Lockheed Martin to challenge

17 Defendants ' illegal and anticompetitive conspiracy to monopolize and prevent

18
19

, known as Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicles , or
EELVs , and related launch services. SpaceX seeks injunctive relief

Defendants from continuing their unlawful conduct , plus monetary relief to

compensate SpaceX for the injuries it already has suffered as a direct result of
Defendants ' conduct and its effect on market competition.

12.
in EI Segundo , California. SpaceX has

intended to reduce significantly the cost of access to space and increase the
reliability of access to space.
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13.
business in Chicago , Illinois.

14.
principal place of business in Bethesda , Maryland.

SUMMARY OF THIS ACTION

15.
conduct and conspiracy between Boeing and Lockheed Martin , the only companies
currently providing to the United States government a certain type of advanced
space launch vehicle ,

known as EEL V

States Air Force procures an overwhelming majority of EEL

S. Government. Boeing and Lockheed Martin have engaged in a pattern of
illegal and anti competitive practices designed to

S. Air Force

procurement process and with the specific intention of eliminating competition and

protecting and unlawfully extending Boeing and Lockheed Martin s dominance of
this market.

16.
and inadequate performance of Boeing and Lockheed Martin s EEL V s , and SpaceX
responded by developing new technology and a new business model that will allow

it to reduce dramatically the cost of access to space and improve the reliability of

launch vehicles. Defendants recognized the extreme threat SpaceX posed
dominance , and acted to ensure their continued dominance by agreeing, among

other things: (a) to engage in a
S. Air Force unless the Air Force agreed to deal with Defendants on common
(and exclusionary) terms; (b) to use strong-arm tactics to demand that the U. S. Air
Force , acting in its commercial capacity as a market participant , grant the Boeing-

Lockheed Martin duopoly exclusive , long-term , contracts to provide all EEL V
services to the U. S. Government , through the Air Force , from fiscal year 2006

through fiscal year 2011 or beyond; and (c) to merge their dominant EEL V
COMPLAINT; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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businesses into a single monopoly named the United Launch Alliance (the " ULA"
to strengthen their stranglehold on the market.
17.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin s agreement to merge their government'

EEL V businesses into the

, and their coordinated efforts to maintain

their dominant positions through actions designed to preclude competition in the
EEL V market -

of competition in the sale of EEL

, and have thereby directly

caused significant injury to competition and to SpaceX , its employees and
shareholders.
18.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin s anticompetitive conspiracy and

conduct - which eliminate competition between themselves and further preclude
the possibility of competition from third parties

, and will

continue to injure , U. S. taxpayers and the U. S. Government. Absent competitive

pressures of any sort , Defendants ' space launch prices will continue to escalate and
their reliability will continue to deteriorate.

19.

S. Air Force (acting on behalf of the U. S. Government)

is the single largest purchaser of EEL V s , exclusion from the sale of EEL V

Air Force has the effect of making it extremely difficult , if not impossible , to
develop the economies of scale necessary to compete successfully over time in the
sale of EEL Vs to other government agencies and commercial customers.

20.

In addition , many commercial customers develop and configure launch

payloads , such as satellites with specific design and integration elements
specifically for launch by EEL

also has the direct effect of precluding competitors , including SpaceX , from
competing effectively for the sale of launch services to commercial customers.
SpaceX has been , and will continue to be , injured by this reduction in competition
and its exclusion from the sale of EEL V
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THE AIR FORCE' S EELV PROGRAM

21.

billion dollar space program

administered by the Department of the Air Force , Space and Missile Systems
Center , Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle Systems Program Office.
Force initiated the EEL V program in 1995 in an attempt to

affordable access to space.
22.

Through the EEL V program , the Air Force is purchasing commercially

goods from private companies , and the Air Force is acting in its capacity as a
coinmercial participant in the market for EEL V

23.

s original objectives were to encourage the

development of a national launch capability that satisfied the Air Force s satellite
launching requirements and to increase the U. S. space launch industry

international competitiveness in the commercial launch services business.
24. On

, 1998 , a Justification & Approval (" J&A" ) that authorized

the Air Force to contract solely with Boeing and Lockheed Martin for EEL V launch

services was approved. The Air Force justified the limited competition
detennining that Boeing and Lockheed Martin were the only two competitors
capable at the time of delivering the required EEL

25.

services.

, the Air Force has pursued an acquisition strategy of

awarding short tenn (1 to 3 year) contracts to both Lockheed Martin and Boeing, in
an attempt to ensure that competition would be maintained between the two
companies by maintaining two viable EEL

providers. The use of short tenn

contracts also provided any new EEL V manufacturers with the opportunity to

compete for contracts in the short to medium tenn.
26.

On or about March 5 , 2005 , Acting Secretary of the Air Force , Peter B.

Teets , announced that the Air Force would issue requests for proposals (" RFPs
relating to the purchase of a third production lot of EEL

and that RFPs would " probably be for a two-three year period.
COMPLAINT; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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Buy 3 Launches

27.

On March 17 2005 ,

the Air Force executed an amendment to the J&A

to cover the purchase of the Buy 3 Launches.
acquisition strategy that would once again award all EEL V launch

exclusively to Boeing and Lockheed Martin on a non-competitive basis. Upon

infonnation and belief, the Air Force was aware at this time that Boeing and
Lockheed Martin planned to merge their EEL V

joint venture.
28.

The March 17

2005 J&A also approved , for the first time in

connection with the EEL V program , an award of exclusive EEL V contracts that

could remain in place for five years or longer.

29.
believe that competitive bidding between Boeing and Lockheed Martin based on

price would be possible , largely due to Boeing s history of committing Procurement
Integrity Act violations by obtaining Lockheed Martin s confidential pricing
models for use by Boeing in its own EEL V

30.

The amended J&A also permits the Air Force to award Boeing and

Lockheed Martin non-competitive cost reimbursement launch capability contracts

on a sole-source basis to subsidize Defendants ' fixed costs associated with their
EEL V businesses. These contracts constitute a taxpayer- financed subsidy of

Boeing and Lockheed Martin s EEL V businesses and
maintaining their dominant positions in the sale of EEL

services because no other EEL V competitor
a comparable subsidy.

31.
government agencies , this subsidy interposes the U. S. Air Force as a significant
force in impairing competition in the sales of EEL

because the discriminatory taxpayer subsidy raises significantly the relative cost
structure of SpaceX and other non- favored

competitors.
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32.

Among other things , the amended J &A added:

a.

to the EEL V program , exempting the EEL V program from the

S. commercial providers and to use FAR Part 12 procurement procedures;

b.

despite the fact that the same J&A supported the award of a cost- plus-award- fee
contract for " infrastructure services " to each contractor to provide " annual

basic

launch capability, factors support , engineering support , program management
launch and range site activities , mission integration , and mission specific design

and qualification ; and

c.

determination that SpaceX was not capable of providing

launch services for Buy 3

will

ready to provide EEL V s

amended J&A applies to launches for the next five years or longer.
33.

On or about April 21 , 2005 , the Air Force issued RFPs for the Buy 3

EEL V launch services exclusively to Boeing and Lockheed Martin.
letters to the RFPs state that the performance period shall " begin in FY06 and

eventually continue through

" and includes a " mission allocation

matrix" that shows how the Air Force already plans to allocate all 23 launch
missions contemplated by the RFP between Boeing and Lockheed Martin.

34.
RFPs about the long-term duration of the Buy 3 contracts and that Boeing and

Lockheed Martin would continue to serve as duopoly EEL

if allowed to consummate their proposed ULA joint venture , a single monopoly
EEL V launch provider

COMPLAINT; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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BOEING AND LOCKHEED MARTIN' S PATTERN OF MISCONDUCT
AND SUBVERSION OF THE EEL V PROCUREMENT
35.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin have a long history of engaging in

anticompetitive conduct that corrupts the U. S. Government' s EEL V
process.
36.

In 1998 ,

during the early stages of the EELV program , the U. S. Air

Force considered whether to award the initial EEL
Boeing or Lockheed Martin. The Air Force

contract to only one

s planned initiative caused increased

competition between Boeing and Lockheed Martin , as each fought to win what
might have been an exclusive contract.
37.

On October 16 , 1998 , the U. S. Air Force opted to award $500 million

EEL V Engineering and Manufacturing Development contracts to both Boeing and

Lockheed Martin. The Air Force also
awarding twenty-eight (28) launch missions and allocating them exclusively to

Boeing and Lockheed Martin. Boeing received more than two-thirds of the total
number of awarded launches , with the Air Force awarding Boeing nineteen (19)
missions and Lockheed Martin eight (8) missions.

38.
S. Air

unlawful advantage during the 1998 EEL

Force determined that Boeing committed Procurement Integrity Act violations by
improperly acquiring and using confidential pricing data of Lockheed Martin in
connection with preparing Boeing

s own EEL V bid.

, former

Undersecretary of the Air Force , Peter Teets , stated that Boeing " committed serious
and substantial violations of federal law " and further emphasized that "I've never
heard of a case of this scale. "

As punishment

suspended Boeing from participating in the EEL

billion in launch orders from Boeing to Lockheed Martin.

COMPLAINT; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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, the Air Force
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39.

S. Air Force lifted Boeing s suspension from bidding for new

EEL V contracts shortly before commencing the current Buy 3 Launch procurement

process.
40.

Lockheed Martin alleged in a lawsuit against Boeing that U. S. Air

Force procurement officers unlawfully favored Boeing during the procurement
process. One former Air Force official , Darleen Druyun , has admitted to giving

preferential treatment to Boeing in at least one procurement , in return for

assurances of employment from Boeing. Ms. Druyun approved one
amendments to the 1998 J&A that the Air Force relies upon as the basis for
sole-sourcing the EEL V Buy 3 contracts exclusively to

Martin. Ms. Druyun pled
process to benefit Boeing and for her personal benefit , and she was sentenced to

serve 9 months in prison. The former Chief
Sears , also pled guilty to aiding and abetting illegal employment negotiations in

connection with these events and has been sentenced to four months imprisonment.

41.
favored Boeing in the EEL V bidding process in 1998.

alleged that Ms. Druyun attended a 1998 meeting with senior Boeing executives

including former Chief Executive Officer Harry Stonecipher
allegedly became privy to Lockheed Martin s confidential pricing data. The EEL

program is just one of many Air Force procurements that were corruptly tainted by

Boeing s malfeasance.
42.

In its complaint , Lockheed made the additional allegations that:

Boeing s conduct was part of an unlawful scheme to " attempt
to monopolize (the) medium , intermediate , and heavy- lift U. S. Government space
launch market , and the national international space launch market in violation of

(Section 2 of the Sherman Act )

15 U.

C. ~ 2.
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Boeing s conduct had the effect of lessening competition in the
sale of EEL V s , which had the effect of harming consumers and will likely lead to

higher prices, lower quality and less innovation in these relevant markets in the
future.
There is a continuing threat that the U. S. Government and

other purchasers of EEL V satellite launch services will continue to pay higher

prices if Boeing is successful in its scheme to monopolize the relevant markets
described herein.

43.

s allegations of trade secret

theft and anticompetitive conduct by counterclaiming that Lockheed Martin had
11 '

made false and misleading statements to the government during the EEL V

procurement process relating to Boeing s conduct , and that Lockheed Martin was
engaged in an unlawful pattern of conduct to inflict reputational and competitive
harm on Boeing.

44.

, the U.

Government Accountability Office recently concluded that the EEL

with Boeing and Lockheed Martin as the sole providers , is on track for cost
overruns of $13. billion more than a 70% overrun over the approved budget of
$18. 8

billion

, which includes substantial government subsidies of Defendants

commercial launch businesses.

45.

Moreover , the GAO concluded that neither Boeing nor Lockheed

Martin have satisfied all four of the key performance parameters of the EEL
program.

THE PROPOSED BOEING / LOCKHEED MARTIN JOINT VENTURE

46.

2005 , approximately one week

after the Air Force released the Buy 3 RFPs , Boeing and Lockheed Martin publicly
announced their intentions to combine their respective EEL V

joint venture , the United Launch Alliance.
COMPLAINT; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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47.

Defendants now claim that the elimination of competition that has

existed between Boeing and Lockheed Martin will not lead to an increase in EEL
launch prices , or a reduction in the quality of EEL V products and services. The

fundamental economic principles that underlie the antitrust laws , however , belie
any such contention. On the contrary, the formation of this monopoly

ultimately harm the U. S. Government and commercial customers who utilize
EEL V s by

effects are , of course , precisely those alleged by Lockheed Martin in its

monopolization action against Boeing.
48.

In connection with the merger of their EEL V

of the monopoly ULA , Boeing and Lockheed Martin also have agreed to settle their
existing lawsuits relating to the companies ' respective unlawful and anti competitive

behavior. The settlement of
bringing to light facts relating to their most egregious anti

BOEING AND LOCKHEED MARTIN' S AGREEMENT TO

MONOPOLIZE EEL

49.
competitive challenge the Defendants have faced in this market in years.

Moreover , SpaceX' s low cost business model and advanced technologies threaten
to upset entirely the Defendants ' lucrative conspiracy by reducing costs by as much
as a factor of 10 ,

while simultaneously providing improved reliability.

50. . Defendants , who have enjoyed taxpayer subsidies in the form of non-

competitive contracts from the U. S. Air Force , have significant financial incentives
to protect their dominant position and preclude competition for government EEL

launches and related services , including competition from SpaceX.
51.

Upon information and belief, Boeing and Lockheed Martin acted

pursuant to an anticompetitive conspiracy, explicit or tacit , between the companies
the object of which was a shared commitment to acquire and maintain market
COMPLAINT; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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power , through their existing duopoly, in the sale of EEL
services and to engage in anti

competition from other EEL V providers , including SpaceX.

, Boeing and Lockheed Martin engaged in

52. Upon

the following anticompetitive acts , pursuant to their anti competitive conspiracy, to
foreclose competition , protect their dominant positions , maintain market power and
ultimately acquire monopoly power in the sale of EEL
servIces:

a.

, and continuing to this day,

Boeing and Lockheed Martin have acted in concert to rely on their own history of
anti competitive

launches to be awarded pursuant to the Buy 3 RFP would be impractical.

Defendants argued that competitive price bids would be impossible due to Boeing
illegal acquisition and misuse of confidential pricing information from Lockheed
Martin.

Beginning in or about June 2004 and continuing to this day,

knowing the U. S. Air Force s historic preference for maintaining two separate
EEL V platforms (Boeing

s Delta IV rocket and Lockheed Martin s Atlas V rocket),

Boeing and Lockheed Martin acted in concert to use strong arm tactics to

the bidding process and compel the Air Force , acting as a commercial participant in

the market , to deal with the companies only on common terms and to award the
Buy 3 contract exclusively to both Defendants for launches through fiscal year

2011 or beyond. In particular , Boeing and Lockheed Martin threatened either to
boycott the EEL V procurement or to withdraw from the EEL V

Force did not grant the companies a long-term exclusive contract.

c.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin further
to boycott or exit the EEL V
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companies and no other competitors with taxpayer subsidies to their EEL V

businesses , thereby interposing the Air Force as participant in the launch business
and providing Defendants significant taxpayer- funded advantages in competing for
government and commercial business.
In May 2005 , Boeing and Lockheed Martin agreed to merge
their dominant EEL V businesses into the monopoly ULA , to eliminate any prospect

of competition between the companies and provide the companies with even greater
negotiating power to maintain the ULA' s monopoly position, to demand exclusive

and exclusionary contracts from customers and to eliminate potential competition
including competition from SpaceX.
53. A

S. General Accounting Office (now

known as the Government Accountability Office) states: " (a)ccording to the two
launch providers , they have incurred substantial financial losses as a result of the
failure of commercial launch market to materialize , leading them to work with the
EEL V System Program Office to
approach. They are considering changing from a " fee for service " firm fixed price

contract to an approach that will use a combination of fixed price contracts for
actual launch services and cost reimbursement/fixed price contracts to pay for

contractors ' fixed costs. Under this new approach , the EEL V System Program
Office will pay for infrastructure upkeep previously absorbed by the launch
provider. " Upon

, Boeing and Lockheed Martin have not

worked with" the EEL

, but have

instead engaged in an unlawful boycott directed at the EEL

Office.

54.

Defendants ' conspiracy and conduct in furtherance of their conspiracy,

including among other things their boycott of the EEL

refusal to deal except on common and exclusionary terms , agreement to merge their
EEL V businesses into the
COMPLAINT; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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relating to their EEL V business , have deprived , and threaten to continue to deprive
EEL V customers and competitors

competitive marketplace , Boeing and Lockheed Martin would challenge

aggressively the price and performance of each other

s EEL V s.

essence of competition and is beneficial for customers and competitors , including
SpaceX , which would have an opportunity to participate in this competition.

their conspiracy and unlawful conduct , Boeing and Lockheed Martin have
eliminated this element of competition between themselves and the opportunity for
competition by others , causing direct injury to customers and competitors
including SpaceX.
55.

Defendants ' conspiracy and conduct in furtherance of their conspiracy,

including among other things their boycott of the EEL

refusal to deal except on common and exclusionary terms , corruptly deprived the
entire Air Force EEL

, and by

56. By

using their market power to demand that the U. S. Air Force deal with Defendants
on common terms to subsidize their EEL V businesses, Defendants also have
significantly injured competition in the sale of EEL

to commercial customers.

INJURY TO COMPETITION AND TO SP
57.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin s conspiracy and anticompetitive acts in

furtherance of their conspiracy have substantially and adversely affected
competition in the sale of EEL

commercial customers , and have caused direct and significant injury to SpaceX.
58.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin s conspiracy and anticompetitive acts in

furtherance of their conspiracy, including among other things their exclusionary

conduct and the elimination of competition between Boeing and Lockheed Martin
have reduced output in the market for EEL V
COMPLAINT; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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, have caused an

....
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'\.

increase in current and future prices for EEL V

detriment of customers , and have thereby reduced customer demand for EEL V sand
EEL V launch services. SpaceX

competition and its exclusion from the market.

59.

' conspiracy and anti competitive conduct , SpaceX

would be able to compete on the merits to obtain EEL V launch contracts from the

S. Air Force. At a minimum , SpaceX' s low prices and advanced technologies
would infuse significant new competition into the marketplace and would force
Boeing and Lockheed Martin to improve their own cost structures and performance.

60.

, SpaceX would win at least a share of

government EEL V launches , and SpaceX may win a substantial share of launches

away from Boeing and Lockheed Martin , given the disparity in price and reliability
between SpaceX' s launch vehicles and those of Boeing and Lockheed Martin.

Defendants ' anticompetitive conspiracy and conduct in furtherance of their
conspiracy have foreclosed SpaceX from competing for U. S. Air Force EEL V
contracts , which constitute the overwhelming majority of U. S. governnient EEL V
contracts.
61.

Defendants ' agreement and conduct in furtherance of their conspiracy

also have significantly injured competition in the sale of EEL
customers and have damaged SpaceX' s ability to compete for commercial

customers.

Relevant Markets

62.
conspiracy and conduct is the market for the sale of EEL V

servIces.
63. As
EEL V s and related launch

, intermediate and heavy lift

launches are a highly complex and unique product , for which there are no economic
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or technological substitutes.

, EEL V s and related

constitute a relevant product market.

64.
S. Government , domestic EEL V manufacturers are the only suppliers

who can supply launch services for medium , intermediate and heavy lift satellites.
Therefore , for purposes of procurement of EEL V
the U. S. Government , the United States is the relevant geographic market.

purposes of commerciaJ satellite launches , consumers can use both domestic and

foreign suppliers and the relevant geographic market is worldwide.

Market Effects
65.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin' s unlawful agreement and conduct has

foreclosed competition from other EEL V providers (including SpaceX) and has

allowed one or both of Defendants to maintain market power (and collectively to
control virtually a 100% share) in the market for the sale of EEL

launch services to the U. S. Air Force , as agent of the U. S. Government.

Defendants ' conduct has precluded current and future competition in this market

thereby protecting their dominant position and ensuring that U. S. Government
customers pay higher prices.

66.
unlawful agreement and conduct will allow the companies to acquire and maintain
market power in the market for the sale of EEL V
commercial customers. Defendants '

conduct already has substantially diminished

current and future competition in this market , thereby extending their dominant
position in the U. S. Government EEL V market and ensuring that commercial

customers will pay higher prices.

67.

s unlawful agreement and conduct has

significantly injured the only current potential competitor to Defendants , SpaceX
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and has significantly diminished the incentive for others to invest in developing
competitive products for sale in the relevant markets.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION:

VIOLATION OF SECTION

68.
fully set forth herein.

69.
agreement to engage in a collective boycott of the U. S. Air Force procurement

process unless the Air Force , acting as a commercial participant in the marketplace
agreed to deal with the companies on common terms and provide the companies
with long- term

exclusive contracts to provide EEL V

2011 or beyond. Acting pursuant to their unlawful
Lockheed Martin engaged in a group boycott and collectively refused to deal with
the U. S. Government unless the Air Force agreed to deal with the companies on

common , and exclusionary, terms.
70.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin s conspiracy further included a collusive

agreement to engage in unfair business conduct with the object of suppressing
competition in the sale of EEL

competitors like SpaceX in the government and commercial EEL

markets.

71. Defendants ' conspiracy also included the elimination of normal and

aggressive competition between Boeing and Lockheed Martin , including
competition aimed at exposing the weaknesses of the other , which reduced overall
competition in the market to the detriment of customers and competitors alike.
72.

Upon information and belief, Boeing and Lockheed Martin entered

into the conspiracy, and acted in furtherance of their conspiracy, with the bad faith

intent to harm competition , reduce output and increase prices.
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73.

s conspiracy and conduct in furtherance

of their conspiracy has had a direct and substantial effect on interstate trade and
commerce.
74. Due

s anti

conduct in furtherance of their conspiracy, SpaceX , among others in the industry,
has been directly and significantly injured by:

competition between Boeing and Lockheed Martin , which benefits overall
competition in the U. S. Government and commercial markets , and competitors such

as SpaceX; (b) the exclusion from the U. S. Government market; and (c) the
exclusion from receiving taxpayer subsidies ,

which substantially increases

SpaceX' s cost structure relative to the subsidized cost structures of Boeing and

Lockheed Martin and therefore significantly reduces SpaceX' s ability to compete in
the U. S. Government and commercial markets.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin' s anti competitive conspiracy

75.

conduct in furtherance of their conspiracy have no legitimate business objective and
constitute

aper se

violation of Section 1 of the Shennan Act , 15 U. C. ~ 1.

76.
includes a

, among other things , the conspiracy

per se

unlawful group boycott and refusal to deal except on common

tenns , an agreement to refrain from competing aggressively against each other and
an agreement to engage in unfair methods of competition to exclude competitors
including SpaceX , from competing in the relevant market.

77.

s conspiracy unreasonably

restrains competition in the relevant markets and violates Section
Act under the Rule of Reason.
78.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin are liable under Section

Shennan Act to SpaceX for damages in an amount to be proven at trial , including,
without limitation , the lost business , expenses and reduction in company value
SpaceX has suffered as a direct result of the conspiracy, which damages should be
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trebled pursuant to 15 U. C. 9 15(a), plus interest , costs and expenses , including

attorneys ' fees.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION:

VIOLATION OF SECTION 2 OF THE SHERMAN ACT

79.
fully set forth herein.
80.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin conspired to monopolize and maintain

their monopoly of the U. S. Government EEL V market , and to attempt to
monopolize the commercial EEL V market.

81.
agreement to engage in predatory and anti

term

exclusive contracts from the U. S. Air Force , acting in a commercial capacity as a

market participant , and thereby to foreclose competition in the relevant market and
destroy potential competitors , including SpaceX.
, Boeing and Lockheed Martin entered

82. Upon

into the conspiracy with the specific intent to foreclose competition in the market
for the sale of EEL Vs and related launch services to the U. S. Government , to

protect and maintain their dominant position in that market and ultimately to
consolidate their position formally and create a single monopoly EEL

through the formation of their
successful; Boeing and Lockheed Martin continue to be the dominant providers of
EEL V s to the U. S. Air Force and Defendants have effectively precluded

competitive threats to their dominance of this market.
83.

Even without Defendants ' anti competitive conduct , barriers to entry in

the government and commercial EEL V markets are extremely high.
development and manufacture of EEL V

customers are very expensive and time-consuming, and the technology and
expertise required to manufacture EEL V
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very unlikely that there will be additional entry into the relevant markets in the next
few years.
84.

Upon information and belief, Boeing and Lockheed Martin entered

into the conspiracy with the specific intent to foreclose competition and acquire a
monopoly in the market for the sale of EEL

commercial customers. As a result of Boeing and Lockheed Martin s conspiracy,
and their conduct in furtherance of their conspiracy (including the proposed ULA),
other competitors (including SpaceX) have been excluded from , among other
things , participating in the EEL V program and receiving important
subsidies from the U. S. Government. There is a dangerous probability that as a

result of Defendants ' predatory and exclusionary conduct described herein that
Boeing and Lockheed Martin , either collectively through their conspiracy or

through the ULA monopoly, will acquire monopoly power in the market for the
sale of EEL Vs and related launch services to commercial customers.

85.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin s conspiracy to foreclose competition

monopolize and maintain their monopoly position in the U. S. Government market

and to attempt to monopolize the commercial market , and their conduct in
furtherance of the conspiracy, have no legitimate business objective.

86.

s conspiracy and conduct in furtherance

of their conspiracy has had a direct and substantial effect on interstate trade and
commerce.
87.

Due to Boeing and Lockheed Martin s anti competitive

conduct in furtherance of their conspiracy, SpaceX , among others in the industry,
has been directly and significantly injured by being excluded from the U.
Government market and the commercial market.
88.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin s unlawful conspiracy and conduct to

foreclose competition , acquire and maintain a monopoly in the U. S. Government
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market , and to attempt to monopolize the commercial EEL V market , violate

Section 2 of the Shennan Act , 15 U. C. 9 2.
Boeing and Lockheed Martin are liable under Section 2 of the

89.

Shennan Act to SpaceX for damages in an amount to be proven at trial , including,
without limitation , the lost business , expenses and reduction in company value

SpaceX has suffered as a direct result of the conspiracy, which damages should be
trebled pursuant to 15 U. C. 9 15(a), plus interest , costs and expenses , including

attorneys ' fees.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION:

VIOLATION OF SECTION 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT
90.

SpaceX incorporates the allegations of paragraphs

fully set forth herein.

91.

s EEL V businesses

into the ULA would have the effect of substantially lessening competition in the
sale of EEL V s and related

92.

The proposed consolidation would have the following effects , among

other things:
competition in the sale of EEL V

the U. S. Government would be substantially diminished;

b.

commercial customers would be significantly lessened as the ULA would provide

Boeing and Lockheed Martin with excessive infonnation regarding each company
business practices , technology, innovations, production processes , and cost

structure;

Boeing and Lockheed Martin , through the ULA , would possess
a market dominance sufficient to continue engaging in anti competitive conduct

such as their concerted refusal to deal with the U. S. Air Force except on common
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terms , and would exercise their market power to exclude competition from rivals

including SpaceX , in the U. S. Government and commercial EEL V markets;

Boeing and Lockheed Martin , through the ULA and with the

benefit of taxpayer subsidies unlawfully extracted from the U. S. Government , will
engage in predatory and anticompetitive conduct in the sale of EEL Vs and related

launch services to commercial customers.
93.

Barriers to entry in the government and commercial EEL V markets

extremely high. The research ,

development and manufacture of EEL Vs for

government and commercial customers are very expensive and time-consuming,
and the technology and expertise required to manufacture EEL V

to develop. Thus , it is very unlikely that there will be additional entry into the
relevant markets in the next few years.

94.

s EEL V businesses

into the ULA will have a direct and substantial effect on interstate trade and
commerce.

95.

s EEL V businesses

into the ULA will cause significant injury to SpaceX , among others in the industry,
by providing Defendants greater market power to effectuate their anti

conduct , exclude competition and facilitate predatory conduct in the sale of EEL

and related launch services to commercial customers.
96.

The combination of Boeing and Lockheed Martin s EEL V businesses

into the ULA , which would formally consolidate Boeing and Lockheed Martin
dominant positions into a monopoly in the sale of EEL V
services to U. S. Air Force , would substantially lessen competition in the markets
for the sale of EEL V

customers , and is unlawful pursuant to Section 7 of the Clayton Act , 15 U.
18.
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION:

VIOLATION OF THE RACKETEER INFLUENCED AND CORRUPT
ORGANIZATIONS ACT

C. ~

97.
fully set forth herein.
98.

SpaceX pleads this cause of action against Boeing for violation of the

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act -

18 U.

C. ~ 1962(c)

RICO"

99.
espionage to corrupt the government procurement process , to preclude lawful
competition on the merits and to harm competitors , including SpaceX. Boeing and

persons acting in concert with it fraudulently acquired highly sensitive , proprietary
and trade secret information from Lockheed Martin and used that information to
secure EEL V launch contracts
injured competition , the U. S. Government , the Air Force , taxpayers , SpaceX and
other competitors in the EEL V market by corrupting the procurement
EEL V services , eliminating fair , lawful and aggressive competition for EEL

launch contracts from the Air Force , and precluding SpaceX from competing for
launch contracts on the merits of SpaceX' s superior cost structure and technology.
100. Boeing

s illegal activity is described in detail in pleadings filed by

Lockheed Martin in the United States District Court for the Middle District of
Florida , Orlando Division , Case No. 6:03- CV- 796- 0RL- 28- KRS. SpaceX

the following allegations on information and belief based on those pleadings.

RICO Enterprise
101. Boeing

in property and therefore is a "person " within the meaning of 18 U.

C. ~ 1961(3).

102. William
1999 , Boeing terminated Erskine s employment for the stated reason that Erskine
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violated company policy by receiving from Kenneth Branch and maintaining in his
possession Lockheed Martin proprietary documents related to the EEL
103. Branch was an employee of

Branch began working as a Boeing employee on January 28 , 1997. On August 2
1999 , Boeing terminated Branch' s employment for the stated reason that he

violated company policy by possessing and distributing Lockheed Martin
proprietary documents related to the EEL V Program.
104. LaITy

Boeing s EEL V Program.

s efforts to acquire

Lockheed Martin s proprietary information.
, Erskine , Branch and Satchell , together with

105. Boeing,

others known and unknown to SpaceX , have unlawfully, knowingly and
intentionally conducted and are continuing to conduct an enterprise referred to

herein as the "Boeing- Lockheed Anticompetitive Enterprise " an association- in-

fact. The

Lockheed Anticompetitive Enterprise is

to eliminate fair , lawful and aggressive competition in the market for EEL
services and to corrupt the government procurement process for awarding EEL V

contracts. Boeing s illegal conduct in furtherance of the common purpose of the

Boeing- Lockheed Anticompetitive Enterprise has harmed competitors in the market
for EEL V services , including SpaceX.
106. The Boeing- Lockheed

Anticompetitive Enterprise constitutes a RICO

enterprise within the meaning of 18 V. C. 9 1961(4) that is engaged in , or the

activities of which affect, interstate or foreign commerce.
Unlawful Conduct and Pattern

of Racketeering

Activity

107. Boeing and

the Boeing- Lockheed Anticompetitive Enterprise through a pattern of racketeering

activity in furtherance of their ongoing scheme to eliminate fair , lawful and
aggressive competition in the market for EEL V services , to corrupt the government
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procurement process for awarding EEL V contracts and to harm competitors

including SpaceX , in the market for EEL V launch services.
racketeering activity includes the use of the D. S. mails , and private and commercial
interstate carriers , and the interstate use of wires , to devise and execute a scheme to

defraud and to obtain money or property by means of false and fraudulent

pretenses , representations and promises , and the interstate transportation of property
obtained by theft , conversion , or fraud having a value of more than $5 000.
108. Boeing,

unlawfully, knowingly, and intentionally engaged in two or more acts indictable
under the Federal Mail Fraud Statute , 18 D.
Statute , 18 D.

C. ~ 1343 ,

C. ~ 1341 ,

the Federal Wire Fraud

and the Federal Interstate Transportation of Stolen

Property Statutes , 18 D. C. ~~ 2314 and 2315 , and have therefore unlawfully,
fraudulently, and intentionally engaged in predicate acts of racketeering within the
meaning of 18 D. C. ~ 1961(1)(B).
109. Boeing,

unlawfully, knowingly, and intentionally used the U. S. mails , private or

commercial interstate carriers , and interstate wires , in furtherance of their scheme to
defraud competitors in the EEL V market and the Air Force and to deprive them

their property rights , including, but not limited to , the following:

In late December 1996 or early January 1997 , Branch sent by

S. mail and other interstate communications a request for an employment

position within Boeing s EEL V program.

b.

through early to mid- 1998 , Satchell and Branch had several interstate telephone

conversations concerning Lockheed Martin information , during which Branch
conveyed Lockheed Martin trade secrets to Satchell.
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In early 1998 , Branch sent Satchell by U. S. mail or commercial

or private interstate carrier a manila envelope containing Lockheed Martin
proprietary and trade secret information.
In or about mid to late 1997 , Branch sent Satchell by mail or

commercial or private interstate carrier at least one other document containing
Lockheed Martin trade secrets.

e.

, 1998 , by commercial or private carrier, Boeing

submitted its EEL V development and launch services proposals to the

On information and belief, the information contained in the proposals was based in
part on Lockheed Martin trade secrets , and Boeing fraudulently failed to disclose
and actively concealed, that the information contained in the proposals was based in

part on Lockheed Martin trade secrets.

f.

, 1999 , by use of interstate wires , Boeing

in- house counsel Gary Black telephoned Lockheed Martin in- house

counsel

Stephen E. Smith , faxed him two Lockheed Martin documents that Black stated

were the only two Lockheed Martin proprietary documents found at Boeing at that
time and falsely represented to Smith that no one on Boeing s EEL V Proposal
Team had access to or used the documents.
On or about June 30 , 1999 , by the use of interstate wires , Black

telephoned Lockheed Martin in- house counsel Michael Kramer, discussed with him
two Lockheed Martin documents that Black stated were the only ones found at

Boeing and falsely represented to Kramer that no one on Boeing s EEL V Proposal
Team had access to or used the documents.

h.

, 1999 , in a telephone conversation

with Kramer , by use of interstate wires , Black stated that an additional set of
documents , about one- inch thick , were the only significant documents found in
Branch' s possession and falsely represented that no one on Boeing s EEL V

Proposal Team had access to or used the documents. Black further falsely
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represented that Branch had played no role in Boeing s EEL V proposal and had
worked in ground support as a low- level first line engineer.

1.

, Boeing s in- house counsel

made numerous false and misleading statements to Lockheed Martin , both orally by
interstate wires and in writing by U. S. mails or commercial carrier , concerning the

quantity of Lockheed Martin proprietary and trade secrets information in Boeing

possession , as well as false statements as to the extent to which this information
was used in connection with the preparation of Boeing s proposal to the Air Force
for the EEL V Program.

furtherance of efforts to obtain additional orders from the Air Force under a
fraudulently obtained EEL V launch services contract.
110. Boeing,

unlawfully, knowingly, and intentionally transported and caused to be transported
and received ,

possessed, concealed , stored , and caused to be received , possessed

concealed , and stored , goods , wares , or merchandise

the highly sensitive

proprietary and trade secret information of Lockheed Martin and other competitors

which had crossed a state boundary after being stolen , unlawfully converted , or

taken , knowing the same to have been stolen, unlawfully converted and taken
including, but not limited to , the following:

In August 1996 , Branch flew from Florida or Denver to

Huntington Beach , California to meet with Boeing personnel , including Erskine and
Boeing employee Tom Alexiou , and carried with him a stack of Lockheed Martin
proprietary documents containing Lockheed Martin proprietary and trade secret
information.

b.

, after meeting with Branch , Erskine flew from

California to his Florida home carrying Lockheed Martin proprietary documents
that he had received from Branch during Branch' s initial job interview.
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On or about January 7 , 1997 , Boeing offered Branch

quid pro quo for handing over to Boeing proprietary information and trade secrets
of Lockheed Martin.

d.

, 1997 , Branch started work at Boeing,

and was immediately assigned to work on Boeing s EEL V Proposal Team.

e.

, Branch again traveled from

Florida to HUntington Beach , California and carried with him a binder of Lockheed

f.

Martin proprietary materials that had been provided or presented to the Air Foree.
, Alexiou introduced Branch to

members of Boeing s EEL V Proposal Team , so that Branch could supply them with
Lockheed Martin proprietary and trade secret information that had been unlawfully
converted and stolen from Lockheed Martin.

From 1997 through 1999 , high- level personnel on Boeing
EEL V Proposal Team pressured Branch to disclose Lockheed

and trade secret information that had been unlawfully converted and stolen from
Lockheed Martin.

h.

1997 , Alexiou introduced Branch to the Delta IV Vice President and Program

Manager , for the purpose of having Branch disclose to members of Boeing s EEL V
Proposal Team Lockheed Martin proprietary and trade secret information that had
been unlawfully converted and stolen from Lockheed Martin.

1.

, 1997 , Branch met with members of

the capture team of Boeing s EEL V

, and provided them with

Lockheed Martin proprietary and trade secret information that had been unlawfully
converted and stolen from Lockheed Martin.
On or about March 3 , 1997 , a member of Boeing s management

wrote a memorandum to Satchell and other personnel on Boeing s EEL V Proposal
Team , encouraging them to seek out former Lockheed Martin personnel in order to
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obtain their impressions of Lockheed Martin s likely approach to its EEL
proposal.

Between January 28 , 1997 and July 20 , 1998 , during his

employment at Boeing, Branch flew from Florida to meet with Boeing s EEL V

Proposal Team in Huntington Beach , California approximately forty-three (43)
times in order to provide Lockheed Martin proprietary and trade secret information

to personnel on Boeing s EEL V

1.

, 1998, Boeing submitted its EEL V development and

launch services proposals to the Air Force.

, the

information contained in the proposals was based in part on Lockheed Martin

proprietary and trade secret information that had been unlawfully converted and
stolen from Lockheed Martin.

m.

, Erskine used the

knowledge that he had obtained by review of the Lockheed Martin proprietary and

trade secret information that Branch provided to disparage Lockheed Martin
EEL V bid proposal during a

Continuity and Relatedness of the Pattern of Racketeering
111. Each of

on its behalf in furtherance of the common purpose of the Boeing-Lockheed

Anticompetitive Enterprise , was unlawfully, fraudulently, and intentionally related
continuous , and part of a pattern of conduct related to multiple bid competitions and
awards for U. S. Government development contracts and launch services contracts

and to multiple contracts for commercial launch services contracts , directed towards
multiple victims , and continuing over a substantial period of time.

continues to be the common purpose of the Boeing-Lockheed Anticompetitive

Enterprise to eliminate fair , lawful and aggressive competition in the market for
EEL V services , to corrupt the government procurement process for awarding EEL V

contracts and to harm and exclude competitors from the EEL V market.
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, in addition to targeting

112. SpaceX

Lockheed Martin s proprietary and trade secret information , Boeing unlawfully,
fraudulently, and intentionally operated the Boeing-Lockheed Anticompetitive

Enterprise through mail and wire fraud and interstate transportation of stolen

property in order to obtain illegally and wrongfully money and property through the
use and exploitation of trade secrets of other competitors , including, among others
Raytheon Corporation , which was obtained through fraud , theft , or conversion and

other illegal and inequitable conduct.

RICO Injury
s willful and unlawful

113. As a

participation in and conduct of the Boeing- Lockheed Anticompetitive Enterprise
through a pattern of racketeering in violation of 18 D. C. 9 1962(c), SpaceX has

been injured in its business and property.
continue to accrue and sustain damage in the future on an ongoing and continuing
basis.
114. Boeing

s pattern of unlawful competitive practices has subverted the

Air Force s procurement process. Boeing has had an improper and unlawful
advantage in the EEL V

' proprietary

information and trade secrets. As stated above , the Air Force determined that
Boeing committed Procurement Integrity Act violations and concluded therefore
that competitive bidding between Boeing and Lockheed Martin would be
impossible.
115. Boeing

s conduct has excluded SpaceX and other potential new

entrants from the EEL V business by

process for the awarding of EEL V contracts.

, Boeing has

destroyed any pretense of fair competition in the sale of EEL

and has deprived SpaceX and other competitors of the benefits of a competitive

marketplace. In a competitive marketplace , Boeing, Lockheed Martin , SpaceX and
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others would compete aggressively and lawfully on the merits for EEL

contracts.

The absence of fair , competitive bidding for EEL V contracts in the

process prevents SpaceX trom competing on the merits of its superior cost structure

and technology. Boeing s unlawful conduct has precluded fair competition and
caused significant injury to SpaceX and Boeing s other competitors.
116. Boeing

s conduct also has eliminated the possibility of

any

price

competition in the sale of EEL V

After Boeing comipted the bidding process , both Boeing and Lockheed Martin
argued that competitive price bids would no longer be possible due to Boeing
illegal acquisition and misuse of Lockheed Martin s confidential pricing
information. The Air Force

impossible because of Boeing s history of committing Procurement Integrity Act

violations. Thus , as a direct result of Boeing s actions , the government adopted an
acquisition strategy that awards all EEL V launch contracts on a

non-competitive

basis. The elimination of price competition in the

significantly injured SpaceX , which has developed new technology and a new

business model that will allow it to reduce dramatically the cost of access to space.
Absent Boeing s unlawful con~uct , SpaceX would be able to compete aggressively
on price for EEL V launch contracts and would

away from Boeing and Lockheed Martin. The absence
procurement process shuts SpaceX out of the EEL V market.
will continue to be injured by Boeing s conduct.

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION:
RICO CONSPIRACY - 18 U. C. ~ 1962(d)
117. SpaceX

fully set forth herein.
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118. This
the Boeing- Lockheed Anticompetitive Enterprise in violation of 18 U.
91962( d).
119. Boeing,

, Erskine , Branch and Satchell , together with

others known and unknown to SpaceX, have unlawfully, fraudulently, and

intentionally conspired together to plan and perpetrate a fraudulent scheme to carry
out the common purpose of the Boeing-Lockheed Anticompetitive Enterprise. The
common purpose of the Boeing-Lockheed Anticompetitive Enterprise is (a) to
deprive competitors , including but not limited to SpaceX , of the benefits of fair

lawful and aggressive competition on the merits , including price , for the awarding
of EEL V program contracts by the U. S. Government; (b) to corrupt the government
procurement process for the awarding of EEL

conduct other illegal activities in furtherance of their scheme to defraud the U.
Government and competitors in the relevant markets.
and other competitors.

120. Boeing

As a direct and proximate result of Boeing s wrongful actions described herein
SpaceX has sustained damages as described in paragraphs 113- 116 above , and will

continue to accrue and sustain damage in the future on an ongoing and continuing
basis.

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION:

VIOLATION OF THE CARTWRIGHT ACT
(UNREASONABLE RESTRAINT OF TRADE)
121. SpaceX

fully set forth herein.
122. Boeing and

agreement to engage in a collective boycott of the U. S. Air Force procurement

process unless the Air Force , acting as a commercial participant in the marketplace
agreed to deal with the companies on common terms and provide the companies
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with long.;term exclusive contracts to provide EEL

2011 or beyond. Acting pursuant to their unlawful conspiracy, Boeing and
Lockheed Martin engaged in a group boycott and collectively refused to deal with
the U. S. Government unless the Air Force agreed to deal with the companies on

common , and exclusionary, terms.

s conspiracy further included a collusive

123. Boeing and

agreement to engage in unfair business conduct with the object of suppressing
competition in the sale of EEL V

competitors like SpaceX in the government and commercial EEL V
124. Defendants '

conspiracy also included the elimination of normal and

aggressive competition between Boeing and Lockheed Martin , including
competition aimed at exposing the weaknesses of the other , which reduced overall
competition in the market to the detriment of customers and competitors alike.

, Boeing and Lockheed Martin entered

125. Upon

into the conspiracy, and acted in furtherance of their conspiracy, with the bad faith
intent to harm competition , reduce output and increase prices.

s conspiracy and conduct in furtherance

126. Boeing and

of their conspiracy have had a direct and substantial effect upon trade and
commerce in the State of California.
s anti competitive

127. Due

conduct in furtherance of their conspiracy, SpaceX , among others in the industry,
has been directly and significantly injured by:

competition between Boeing and Lockheed Martin , which benefits overall
competition in the U. S. Government and commercial markets , and competitors such

as SpaceX; (b) the exclusion from the U. S. Government market; and (c) the

exclusion from receiving taxpayer infrastructure subsidies , which substantially
increases SpaceX' s cost structure relative to the subsidized cost structures of
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Boeing and Lockheed Martin and therefore significantly reduces SpaceX' s ability
to compete in the U. S. Government and commercial markets.
128. Boeing and Lockheed Martin

s anticompetitive conspiracy and

conduct in furtherance of their conspiracy have no legitimate business objective and

unreasonably harm competition in the State of California
129. Boeing and

California Cartwright Act to SpaceX for damages in an amount to be proven at trial
including, without limitation , the lost business and reduction in company value
SpaceXhas suffered as a direct result of the conspiracy,

trebled pursuant to 9 16750 of the Cartwright Act, plus interest , costs and expenses
including attorneys '

fees.

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION:

VIOLATION OF THE CARTWRIGHT ACT
(CONSPIRACY TO MONOPOLIZE)
130. SpaceX

fully set forth herein.
, to

131. Boeing and

monopolize and maintain their monopoly of the U. S. Government EEL V market
and to attempt to monopolize the commercial EEL V market.
132. Boeing and Lockheed Martin

agreement to engage in predatory and anticompetitive conduct to secure long- term
exclusive contracts from the U. S. Air Force , acting in a commercial capacity as a

market participant , and thereby to foreclose competition in the relevant market and
destroy viable competitors , including SpaceX , and other potential new entrants.
133. Upon

, Boeing and Lockheed Martin entered

into the conspiracy with the specific intent to foreclose competition in the market
for the sale of EEL Vs and related launch services to the U. S. Government , to

protect and maintain their dominant positions in that market and ultimately to
COMPLAINT; DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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consolidate formally their monopoly position through the formation of their ULA

joint venture. The
continue to be the two dominant providers of EEL Vs to the U. S. Air Force and

Defendants have effectively precluded competitive threats to their dominance in
this market.

134.
extremely high. The research ,

development and manufacture of EEL Vs for

government and commercial customers are very expensive and time-consuming,
and the technology and expertise required to manufacture EEL Vs take many years

to develop.
135. Upon

, Boeing and Lockheed Martin entered

into the conspiracy with the specific intent to foreclose competition and acquire
monopoly power in the market for the sale of EEL

commercial customers. As a result of Boeing and

s conspiracy,

and their conduct in furtherance of their conspiracy (including the proposed ULA),

other competitors (including SpaceX) have been excluded from , among other
things , participating in the EEL V program and receiving important U.

government subsidies. There is a dangerous

, as a result of

Defendants ' predatory and exclusionary conduct described herein , Boeing and

Lockheed , either collectively through their conspiracy or through the ULA
monopoly, will obtain monopoly power in the market for the sale of EEL

related launch services to commercial customers.
136. Boeing and Lockheed Martin

s conspiracy to foreclose competition , to

monopolize and maintain their monopoly position in the U. S. Government market

and to attempt to monopolize the commercial market, and their conduct in
furtherance of the conspiracy, have no legitimate business objective.
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137. Boeing and Lockheed Martin

s conspiracy and conduct in furtherance

of their conspiracy have had a direct and substantial effect on trade and commerce
in the State of California.
s anti competitive

138. Due

conduct in furtherance of their conspiracy, SpaceX , among others in the industry,
has been directly and significantly injured by being excluded from the U.
Government market and the commercial market.
139. Boeing and Lockheed Martin

s unlawful conspiracy and conduct to

foreclose competition and acquire and maintain monopolies in government and
commercial EEL V markets violate Section 16720 of the
140. Boeing and Lockheed

California Cartwright Act to SpaceX for damages in an amount to be proven at trial
including, without limitation, the lost business and reduction in company value
SpaceX has suffered as a direct result of the conspiracy, which damages should be

trebled pursuant to ~ 16750 of the Cartwright Act , plus interest , costs and expenses
including attorneys '

fees.

EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION:

VIOLATION OF SECTION
THE CALIFORNIA BUSINESS & PROFESSIONS CODE
141. SpaceX

fully set forth herein.
142. Upon

, Boeing and Lockheed Martin have

colluded to acquire and maintain a monopoly in the relevant market , and to
foreclose competition from other EEL V providers (including SpaceX), and have

engaged in fraudulent , unfair and illegal business practices in violation of Section

17200 of the California Business & Professions Code. Due to Defendants ' unfair
business practices , SpaceX has been excluded from competing for government
launch contracts and has suffered direct and substantial injuries.
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143. Boeing and

further unfair business conduct , and are liable to SpaceX for costs and expenses
including attorneys '

fees.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE , plaintiff SpaceX requests that judgment be entered in favor

of SpaceX and against Defendants:

1.

conspiracy, between Boeing and Lockheed Martin violate Section
Act.

DECLARING that the conspiracy, and conduct in furtherance of the

conspiracy, between Boeing and Lockheed Martin violate Section 2 of the Shennan
Act;

3.

Martin s EEL V businesses into the
Act;

4.

conspiracy, between Boeing and Lockheed Martin violate Section 16720 of the
California Cartwright Act;

DECLARING that the conspiracy, and conduct in furtherance of the
conspiracy, violate Section 17200 of the California Business &

DECLARING void and unenforceable all contract awards to Boeing
and Lockheed Martin pursuant to the Buy 3 procurement;

ENJOINING Boeing and Lockheed Martin from engaging in further
anti competitive

ENJOINING Boeing and Lockheed Martin from engaging in further
anti competitive conduct

ENJOINING Boeing and Lockheed Martin from consummating the
proposed combination of their EEL V
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ENJOINING Boeing and Lockheed Martin from engaging in further

10.

anticompetitive conduct in violation of the California Cartwright Act;

ENJOINING Boeing and Lockheed Martin from engaging in further

11.

unfair business practices in violation of Section 17200 of the California Business &
Professions Code;

WARDING SpaceX actual and exemplary damages resulting from

12.

Boeing and Lockheed Martin s unlawful conspiracy and conduct in furtherance of
their conspiracy, including without limitation , treble damages under 15 U.
~ 15(a), Section 16750 of the California Cartwright Act, and such other exemplary

damages as are available at law , including those available on account of Boeing and

Lockheed Martin s oppression , fraud , or malice , and attorneys ' fees and costs;

13.
, and attorneys ' fees and

~ 1964( c), including

costs; and
14.

PROVIDING SpaceX such other and further relief as the Court may

deem just and proper under the
Dated:

October 19

2005

CHARLES S. BARQUlST
ANTHONY L. PRESS
STEVEN M. HAINES
MORRISON & FOERSTER

By:
Attorne)'s for Plaintiff

SPACE EXPLORATION
TECHNOLOGIES
CORPORATION
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Plaintiff Space Exploration Technologies Corporation hereby demands a jury
trial as provided by Rule 38(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
Dated:

October 19

2005

CHARLES S. BARQUlST
ANTHONY L. PRESS
STEVEN M. HAINES
MORRISON & FOERSTER

By:

(J!i.

Charles S.

Attorneys for Plaintiff
SPACE EXPLORATION
TECHNOLOGIES
CORPORATION
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